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In the "Independent Review" study of political thought, nationalism and 
democracy are the two major focus of research, academics are based on a particular 
aspect, and the two discuss the development of liberalism in China in the context of 
relations, there is Two points of view, one that there is tension between the two; 
Second, that in China's national founding of liberal intellectuals nationalism and 
democracy are self-consistent. 
I have doubts about the two above, nationalism is collectivism ideological 
orientation, while democracy is individualism. But this conflict is not irreconcilable, 
in the history of the development of liberalism in the West, though basing on the 
personal freedom of the dual , Mill linked democratic trend of thought ,On this basis 
democratic discourse, democratic model of organization and the attribution of 
nationalism, loyalty and solidarity can reach harmony. 
Through researching “Independent Review" we can see in their own thinking on 
nationalism and democracy have been the integration of true, but the self-consistent 
result is that support for the dictatorship or dictatorship, why? I will be discussed in 
three parts: first, to introduce Western democratic nationalism and integration logic, 
highlighting both individualism in the important role of integration as the basis for the 
analysis below; Second, a detailed analysis of the authers of "independent review" on 
the relationship between the two, and how to understand such kind of self-consistent; 
three ,to Hushi as an example to show that the realization of self is the source of the 
ideological discourse on the personal view of the lack of . 
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